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Two ilecaiicr. ago 7.u\ 'dt>vlchv pointed out that a neutral current interaction of 
strength comparable to weak chargrd current;; could lead to detectable parity violation: 

".... in the scattering of electrons by proton:, the interaction 
c(nTrp<>+nrs>p) (%tltlv 5)«) 

will interfere with Llie Coulonb scattering and non-conservation of parity will appear 
in terns of the fir!:t order in the small quantity C." 

Zcl'dovieli estimated that for the scattering of longitudinally polartzrd elec
trons with ciotsentuia 
tror. heliclty would 
before ibis effect was observed cxporicentally. The long tiaic lag reflects the dif
ficulties in producing intense beams of polarized electrons, and, in retrospect, a 
rather puzzling Jack of interest on the part of experimentalists in the 1960's. It 
was. only after the theoretical progress which led to the Weinberg-Salan SL*(2) x 13(0 

(2) (3) 
model , and particularly after t Mloofc showed that such gauge theories with sponta
neous symmetry breaking were rcncrmaliznulc,that the notion of a aeucral current in
teraction became corcpelling for nost cxperinentalists. 

In the Weinberg-Salan nodel leptons carry weak isospin and weak hypercharge. 
Tlie left-banded electron and the neutrino forn an isospin doublet and the right-handed 
electron is a singlet. Four intermediate bosons are introduced: 

W +, W°, H~, an iso triplet with (V-A) coupling 

B°, an Jso singlet 

which then describe the weak and eleetroEagnetic interaction through the interaction 

whore J Is the (V-A) weak isospiu current and J is the weak hypcrchargc current. 
The W~ mesons mediate the charged current interactions. One linear combination of 
H° and 8° corresponds to the photon; the remaining boson is a new particle: 

Y - - siuO , W°+cosO„ B°, with (V) coupling 

Z° = cosOw W°+sinOH B° 

Tho Z will result in ui-utral current interactions of strength comparable to the 
charged weak Interact ion and with a rather cor.pilcatcd chiral and Isospin structure. 
*Work supported by the Department of Energy under contract number 
DE-AC03-76SF00515. 
Invited talk presented at the International Conference on Nuclear 
Physics with Electromagnetic Interaction, Mainz, FRG 
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The theory contains one free parameter, 9 , In term.1) of which the musses of the 

Intermediate bosons arc predicted: 

My, = 37.5 CcV/slnOv 

M2 " 1 V C O E S W 
Hy = 0 

This model then predicts all the weak and electromagnetic interactions of lcjitDns 
in terms of thin one parameter, fly. The theory can be extended to include the quarks. 
When this was first attempted with the up, down and strange quarks, the nudel predic
ted rates for strangeness changing decays which were much higher than those observed 
experimentally. 

The advent of the "GIM" mechanise) showed how the addition of a fourth (chartr.cil) 
(4) quark could lead to a cancellation of strangeness changing neutral currents. The 

left-handed quarks are assigned to doublets (with CaMbho mixing) and the right-
handed quarks are singlets. With this modification the Keinberg-Salam model (often 
called the "standard model" in this or a later G quark incarnation) predicts woak 
and electromagnetic interactions between all fermions. (Free quarks are hard to cone 
by, so the quark-parton model must be used when predicting the results of experiments 
involving hadrons. This introduces some ambiguity into the predictions, the impor
tance of which depends on the particular process being studied.) The existence of 
weak neutral currents appears to be a general property of theories unifying the weak 
and electromagnetic interactions. 

At the Bonn conference in 1973, the observation of neutral currents in the 
reactions 

v + N •* v + hadrons 
v 4 N •+ v + hadrons 

was announced. The first published results came from the Garpanclle collaboration 
who were able to demonstrate rather convincingly that they were sceinp neutrino 
Induced events with no muon in the final state. Similar results for much higher 
energy neutrinos were soon published by the l!at«ard-Penn-Wisconsin collaboration 
working nt NAL . Since then several groups have seen the neutral currents in many 
different interactions. For each reaction the value of sin 0 W in the standard (Upin-
berg-Salam) model can be extracted. Figure I shows the status of various deterni-

9 nations of sin 0 taken from Baltny's talk in the Proceedings of the Tokyo Conference 
(7) last year W J , 

and can, therefore, be described by the Veinbcrg-Salam model. 
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Sufnmory 
s i n ! 0 w 

> I 1 
of Meosuremtnrt of 

in Neutrino Reactions 

P^t-N — P,, + ... 

i »j, + N — fft*... 

-P^ + N —— P ^ + N + T " 
ty + N—»y + M + ir" 
t ^ i + p — V + P 
»)i + e "— ?^ + e" 

Pi +• «"—•- v, • e" 

t ^ i + p — V + P 
»)i + e "— ?^ + e" 

Pi +• «"—•- v, • e" 

It is clearly of great interest to study processes 
where electrons interact with hadrons in order to see 
if couplings which don't involve neutrinos arc also 
correctly described by the theory. In many gauge 
theory models, including Weinberg-Salam, the neutral 
current interaction dots not ronservc parity. (Experi
ments with neutrinos cannot test parity conservation 
directly since one cannot compare, for example, reac
tion' rates; for left and right-handed neutrinos, but 
only rates for left-handed neutrinos and right-handed 
antincutrinos.) Neutral current experiments with 
electrons face an obvious difficulty in that the 
coupling of the neutral current is indeed weak com
pared with electrocagnctism. So far, all of the 
experiments involving electrons search for evidence 

of parity violation which arises from an interference between the weak and electro
magnetic diagrams: 

1.0 
t\n3ew 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 

Since the electromagnetic interaction conserves parity to all orders, parity violation 
io a relatively easy way to observe the effects of neutral weak currents. For energies 
« H the violations will be proportional to the square of the momentum transfer 

o 2 
since the electromagnetic interaction has a 1/Q dependence whereas the neutral cur
rent interaction will behave like 1/CJ, +Q )« 

o 
Three kinds of electron experiments have been reported to date. Two of these 

are atomic physics measurements of great ingenuity and the other is the deep inelastic 
scattering experiment that I will describe below. 

The first published experiments with quoted errors small enough to see the ef
fects predicted by the standard model were measurements of the optical rotation of 
plane polarized light in Bi Vapor. Current values of the rotation are given in 
Table I for three different experiments. 
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Expericwnt Transition 
Used 

(ib"B cm) 

K=lra<El/M1) 

no - 8) 

Welnberg-
Salaa 
prediction 
no - 8) 

Seattle ( 8 > 

Oxford ( 9 J 

Novosibirsk (10) 

B757 
6430 
6480 

-2.5 i 2.7 
+2.7 ± 4.7 
-19 ± 5 

-10 Lo -18 
-13 to -23 
-13 to -23 

Publication of early Seattle and Oxford results showing essentially no effect 
led to the consideration of nany different gauge theory models. In some of them 
parity was conserved, (e.g. SU<2). x SU(2)_ x U(J) theories wlch aore than cue Z°); 
In others, an extra heavy neutral lepton was combined with the electrnn in a right 
handed doublet; and so on. For many physicists, a theory in which parity Is conser
ved is more elegant than the "lop-sided" Weinberg-Salam model and the early results 
of the Bismuth^ experiments were we1cone in some quarters. With the publication of 
the results from Kovo'sibirsk over a year ago, the experimental situation in Bisnuth 
has becoae somewhat confused and remains so today. 

showed significant parity violation and gave considerable support to the standard 
nodel. Later in the year, results from the "circular dichroisn" experiment on 

(12) 
thallium, carried out at Berkeley by Commins ct al. , also should a positive ef
fect. The standard model is now almost universally accepted and theoretical interest 
is shifting rapidly towards understanding the reasons for the replication of leptons 
and quarks, and attempting to include the strong interactions (and even gravitation) 
in unified theories. 

An interesting sidelight of the unified gauge theories is a parallel unification 
in experimental physics - it is pleasant to be reminded that fields as disparate as 
high energy physics, neutrino physics at nuclear reactors and atomic physics are 
still connected with each other at a fundamental level. 

THE SIAC-YALE EXPERIMENT 

The experiment measures a difference in the e-d inelastic cross section for 
right and left-handed electrons. Since the change from right to left-handed electrons 
is equivalent to a tnlrror reflection of Che whole experiment, it is evident that 
*ueh a difference is prima fecic evidence for parity violation. 
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A schematic of the experimental setup Is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 

Polarized electrons are accelerated in the SLAC linac and traverse a target of 
liquid deuterium. A crude spectrometer analyzes electrons scattered (downward) at 
an angle of 4 • The electrons arc detected in a Cerenkov counter and in a total 
absorption counter made of two lea3 glass blocks. Since the expected effect is 

-A -5 
- 10 or less, both statistical anu systematic errors must be - 10 or better and 

touch of the experimental effort went into studies of both kinds of error. 

POLARIZED SOURCE 
The most essential new element In the experiment is the polarized source, de-

(13) veloped by some of the cea&ers of the collaboration 
the photo emission of (- ^OX) polarized 
electrons by circularly polarized light 
from a crystal of Gallium Arsenide, the 
surface of which has been treated to lower 
the work function. Figure 4 shows a sche
matic of the source. The laser is pulsed 
120 tiroes per 3econd, in synchronism with 
the r.f. pulsing of the linac. Electrons 
emitted by the crystal are accelerated in 
the gun structure and focussed into a beam 
for injection into the linac. Instanta
neous currents of up to half an ampere 
have been achieved and we have accelerated 
up to A x 10 l electrons per pulse through 
the linac, quite near to the oaxiaun 
achieved vir.h the regular SLAC guns. 

The source is based on 
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The polarization of the laser light is controlled by a calclte prism which se

lects linearly polarized light", and a Packels cell which converts from linear polari
zation to circular polarization. The sign 
of the circular polarization can be reversed 
by changing the sign of the voltage on the 
Pockels cell, and thin change can be made 
between bean pulses. The sign of circular 
polarization can also be reversed by rota
ting the plane of the linear polarlzaLion 
by 90°, and this fact is used in experimen
tal checks of the "fast" reversal scheme. We 
operate the source with a. random choice of 
sign of the Pockels' cell voltage for each 
bean pulse. The resulting randomization of 
electron helicity avoids synchronism of heli-
clty changes with any periodic effects, and 
the rapid changes in polarization minimize 
the effects of drifts in the apparatus. 

The polarization of the electrons is 
measured after acceleration, and the polari
zation is checked every few hours during 
data runs. 

SIDM Reveru! 
{toioiftd by 9 0 " ) 

Colcile Prism 
Oineor pdor i ier ) 

OPIrCAL REVERSAL SCHEME 

BEAM M0HIT0RS 

The fact that the measured scattering cross section depends on beam parameters 
like beam position, angle of the beam at the target, and beam energy means chat these 
parameters should not vary systematically when the hclicity is reversed. A set of 
beam monitors was developed based on resonant cavities which are excited by the 

(14) (bunched) electron beam (See Fig. 6). The monitors are sensitive to position changes 
of a few microns. Sets of cavities are used to measure position and angle both before 
and after the beam transport system in the "A" line at SLAC. Another monitor measures 
beam position at a point in the transport system where there is energy dispersion 
and determines the average beam energy in a given pulse to an accuracy of about 0.012. 
Signals from the resonant cavities arc used to generate feedback signals (via a micro
computer) to keep average beam position, angle and energy constant. All monitor infor
mation 1B recorded along with other experimental data so that wc can determine even 
very small differences in the beam parameters between "right-handed" and "left-hauued" 
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BEAM MONITORING 

E M 

£ts 
ftPM-ReWflti! PC,.ltn 

Figure 6 

beam pulses. Our aim was to reduce such differences to the point where corrections 
to the data could be ignored. He succeeded to the extent that the errors froa beam 
differences are smaller than the statistical errors an our measurements. 

Included in the monitoring system are LWO independent toroidal fcrrite loop 
current monitors which measure the number of electrons in a pulse to - 0.1%. 

THE SCATTERIKC EXPERIMENT 

The beam passes through a 30 cm long deuterium target and so^e of the electrons 
scattered in the target pass through a spectrometer consisting of 2 bending magnets 
separated by a quadrupole which is focussing 
in the bend plane, op/p for this arrange-
nent is -30X. Electrons arc detected in a 
gas Cerenkov counter filled with X_ at at
mospheric pressure and also in two lead 
glass blocks which act as total absorption 
counters. The lead gLiss blocks are side by 
side in the beud plane, so one sees high mo
mentum electrons, the other low. Figure 7 
shr-*s the spectrum of 19.4 GeV electrons 
scattered at 4 obtained with a high resolu
tion spectrometer in 1975. The blocks mark
ed TAKI and TALO show noncntun acceptance 
of the two glass counters when the central 
•oacntum of the spectrometer is set at 14.5 
GeV, vlth the quadrupolc setting used in the 
Fall 1978 runs. In the earlier run, the 
quadrupole was set to a lower value (to max
imize counting rate) and the published 

1 1 1 

Deuterium 
1.6 Torgel 

• « 4 . 0 * g . SLAC097M 
— 1.A 

i i .2 
S I 

v ^ - x ^ - S p - ^ 1 
z s ^ / \ H9781 \ 

P 0.8 - / \ 1 " 
!n Foil _. f.... \ \ 
o 

• \ 1 
^ \ 1 

0.4 I \\ -

0.2 ••" ' TALO TAHI 1 

V i 
> ">—-. . \ \ 

12.5 I5X> 
E' KtV) 

«WI 

Figure 7 
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results were based on the sum of the signals from the two blocks. The momentum 
acceptance for the sun"l'AHI plus TALO Is shown by the dotted curve in Figure 7. TAHI 
and TALO are lees sharply defined for the Spriny, run than in the Fall run. For the 
combined data shown in Table II and in Figure 11, the two blocks were analyzed sepa
rately fur both runs. 

Slits are mounted in front of the spectrometer and jur.t after rhe q u a d r u p l e 
to minimize backgrounds* Photo-produced IT accompany the electrons through the 
spectrometer. Small corrections are mad«» based on the measured pion yields and asym
metries. 

We measure the change in cross section with lielicity as a difference in yield 
for the two polarization states of the bean. Wo observe the yield of scattered parti
cles for pulses of right-handed electrons (helicity = +1) and of left-handed electrons 
and calculate the asymmetry, the difference divided by the sum. 

To attain the required statistical precision of a few parts per million in the 
asymmetry the yields have to be based on data samples containing about to events. 
To accumulate this many events in a reasonable time requires counting rates of the 
order of 1000 events per <l usee) beam pulse. Conventional counting techniques are, 
therefore, not appropriate. In our counters, ve integrate the total li?ht output 
for an accelerator pulse and use this signal as a measure of the number of electrons 
in the counter. (>'c carefully investigated the response of the counters to be sure 
that the signals varied linearly with the number of scattered parti;les and also 
that the variation in observed yield for constant bona current was consistent with 
the expected statistical fluctuation in the nunber of scattered particles. 

The latter test is crucial to our 
estimation of statistical errors on thn 
measured asymmetry. Soi^e test results 
ate shown in Figure 8. The solid line is 
not a lit, but a calculation based on thr. 
response of the counter to sing!; scattered 
electrons t and it is evident that the ob
served fluctuations are consistent with 
expectations. 

For a given beam pulse the integrated 
output of a counter if, divided by the mea
sured charge for that pulse is a measure 
of the scattered electron yield (which is 
proportional to cross section). Each beam 

0 0.5 1.0 

Figure 8 
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pulse is tagged "+" or "-" corresponding to the voltage applied to the Fockels cell. 
We accumulate two distributions of the yield 

Y~ •= Nj/<l£ for n" pulses . 

and form an oxpcrinental asymcctry 

A _ <v + > - <v~> 
ex P < Y+> + < v - > 

vhere <Y > Is the mean of the Y + distribution. The error is obtained from the 
distribution o£ Y where A <Y> ""flY/̂ n". Tests with unpolarized (SLAC gun) team 
showed no significant asymmetries. 

exp With polarized beams, ve do observe significant asymmetries. Dividing A 
the observed asymmetry, by P , the bean polarization, we arrive at the physics asynt-
uetry 

. +o. I •\d!ME' ) , . ' the differential cross section for right-handed 
electron scattering 

for the case where positive voltage on the Pockels cell corresponds to right-banded 
heliclty at the target. 

CHECKS OF THE IIEUCITY DEPEHDEh'CE 

By rotating the plane of polarization of the light entering the Pockels cell 
we con vary the helieity Df the electrons for a fixed Pockels cell voltage and 
test the fast reversal system. Zf we rotate the plane polarization by 45 we will 
get no circular polarization of the light coming out of the Pockels' eel7 and 

therefore no net electron helicity so the 
experimental asymmetry should vanish. For 
a 90 rotation the hclicity for positive 
Pockels cell voltage will change sign, and 
so will A , since it is measured with re-

exp* 
spect to Pockels cell voltage. Results of 
this tcsr arc shown in Figure S for both 
the Cerenkov and TA counter with a 19.4 CeV 
electron beam on deuterium. 

a 
1 1 

CtTtntov Count t f X • Shower Counter X 
W * / 

1 

0 . i Piiitn 
, On in to Hon 

0 

i } 90 [<tcg't») 

icr* 

4/ 
I 

Figure 9 

To a good approximation the counters 
ace the same particles, so the results for 
a given prism orientation are not statisti
cally Independent• The two types of counters 
do have different responses to backgrounds* 

C 
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however, and the fact that the measure-Bents agree well confirms that backgrounds are 
•mail. This test is encouraging evidence that the observed asymmetry is due to heli-
clty. 

A second stringent Lest can be made by re
peating the experiment with different beam en
ergies. The beam transport system connecting 
the linac and the experiment bends the polarized 
electrons through 24.5 . Because of the anoma
lous magnetic moment of the electron,its spin 
processes in the transport system, reversing 
direction each time the beam energy is increased 
by 3.237 CeV. Figure 10 shows that Lhis reversal 
actually does occur. (Since the mean value, of 
Q is different for the different energies, ve 
divide A by Q , which should remove the 1} 
dependence.) This is strong evidence that t"nt 
effects are hellcity dependent. 

Combining the data at 19.A GeV and 22.2 GeV we obtained a value for 

A/Q 2 -(-9.5 ± 1.6) x 10" 5 

E - E D at an average value of y - — - z — ^ = 0.21. Small corrections were made for beam paramo meter asymmetries (3.3Z), it backgrounds (2X"j, and radiative effects (3!£). In the 
standard model this value of A/Q corresponds to a value of sin e„ => 0.20 i 0.03, in 
good agreement with the value of this parameter in neutrino experiments. 

In the fall of 1978 we continued the measurements for kinematics which cover a 
range In y. These measurements were made with E u 19.4 for three settings of the 
spectrometer momentum. The data rfere analyzed for each half of the lead glass total 
absorption counter, resulting in six measurements nf the asymmetry. We also reanalyzed 
the Spring data for the separate lead glass counters, and Table II summarizes the re
sults. The largest fraction of the errors comes from counting statistics. Three types 
of systematic error can cause point to point variation in data: a) imbalance in beam 
parameters (average of -0.02SA), b) uncertainty in background subtractions (average 
-0.03A) and;c) uncertainty in polarization (0.025A). These errors are combined in 
quadrature at each point and are added (linearly) to the statistical error. An addi
tional uncertainty in the polarization measurement corresponds to a 52 uncertainty in 
the scale common to all asyraetrics,which is not included in the errors given in the 
tabic. 
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TA9LE E 

(CeV/O 2 

< 7 Free l ien 

w 

10S A/Q 1 

(CeV/O 2 

< 7 Free l ien 

w 
Total 

ftcV/c)"2 (CeWe>~2 

St» tU t i ea l 
Error Ocly 

14 .2 * 0.92 0.14 0.27 2.1 - I I . 8 i ( .5 1 3.4 

19. ( 

19.4* 

1 1 . * 

19 .4* 

19.« 

19.4 

11.4 

19.4 

1.5? 

1.52 

1.31 

1.28 

1.3S 

1.16 

1.07 

0.93 

0.23 

0.26 

0.16 

0.14 

0.13 

O.JL: 

O.M 

0.07 

0.15 

O.Ifr 

0.23 

0.2S 

O. I* 

0.29 

0.3Z 

0.36 

O.S 

0.9 

2.1 

2.S 

3.3 

CO 

10, B 

25.0 

- 8.9 * 1.3 

- 9.2 t 1.7 

- 6 . 3 * 1.7 

-13.4 1 2;B 

- 8.6 l 2.0 

-10.4 * 1.8 

- 4.6 t 2.9 

- S.3 1 3-0 

t 1.1 

* 1.2 

t 1.4 

1 1.6 

« 1.6 

t 1.4 

1 2.2 

* 2.0 

22.2 

I I . 2 

1.96 

1.66 

0.2* 

0.15 

0.17 

0 . 1 * 

1.0 

2.9 

- 7.0 t 2.1 

- 8.9 r 2.S 

• s l . » 

i 2.2 

In the quark par con model a parity violating asyenaatry has the general fcrta 

A/Q* - . x • J — - ^ 4 1 
1 zll + Ci - y) 2J 

For an isoscalar target like deutcriua, the coefficients a. and a- are expected 
to be constants. In the standard model 

«j - -8.94 x I0 - 5 CeV"2 (9/5 - 4 sin29) 

« 2 - .g.gA K lo" 5 CeV - 2 9/5 £ 1 - 4 sin20) 

In Fit Lire H vt> show our data along with sane fits. The data is consistent with 
the standard (W-S) model and gives a value of sin 9 • 0.224 ± 0.02. This corresponds 
to the vertical line drawn through the ncatrino determinations of sin 9., in Figure 1-
The hybrid model contains a heavy ]epton in a doublet with the right-handed electron. 
This will not change any predictions for neutrinos, but could account for the absence 
of parity violation in the early atom: : physics experiments. Such a model is not sup
ported by :-,.i presenr data. The Dther curve shown on the graph is a best fit to the 
form of the equation ft,. A/Q where 

«j » (-9.7 i ? M x 10~ 5 

* 2 - < 4.9 i 8.1) * 10~ 5 
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Figure It. Asyccctrics cseasured at three incident energies arc plotted 
•gainst y » (E 0 - E')/E0- Tlie total error bar gives the conhi.ied statis
tical and systematic error. The inner error corresponds to the statisti
cal errors only. The data are compared with the standard (HoinbJrg-Salam) 
vodcl and the hybrid model. In each case slr.̂ S., has been adjusted to 
niniaize x • The two-parameter mode]-independent, fit (see text) is also 
shown. Not shown in the figure is an overall scale uncertainty of 5X 
•rising from errors in the determination of the electron polarization. 

figure 12 shows contours of constant x for the two (correlated) variables a. 
and «», The standard model is shown as a straight line passing through the region 
of high x probability. In determining the value c-f (h. from these results the use 
of the quark model in the analysis nay lie a significant source of error. The question 
has been treated by several ei-.hcrs1 , and,using their results,we ftnu that errors 
fro» this source _..e probably no gr* tor than our quoted error on sin 8 , but could 
he of comparable 4lzc. 
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Figure 12 

He conclude that our data Is in agreement with the model of Weinberg and Salam, 
and that the best value of sin 9„ for our data is in excellent agreement with the 
average values of that parameter deduced froa neutrino experiments. 

FUTURE EXPERIMENTS WITH POLARIZED ELECTRONS 

In spite of the impressive agreement of the c-d results with the standard model, 
experimental work on the weak clectron-hadron interaction is obviously just beginning-
Several theorists have stressed the need for phenoiacnological analysis of the neutral 
current couplings. Parity non-conservation experiments involving electrons and hadrons 
can be described using four coupling constants e?]J, ej[v, e v A» E„. where e,,V refers to 
the coupling of the vector electron current to the axial vector up quark current etc. 
Linear combinations of these constants 5, fi, y> 67 can be chosen to refer to axial and 
vector electron currents coupling to the currents of isoveftor and isoscalar confi
gurations. 

; _ eu ed = cu ed ._ .. 
° CAV _ eAV B 'TA " *VA <* " !> 
T. _ fiu _i_ ed t eu , ed ._ _. 
T EAV + CKI S ' CVA + 'VA « " °> V 
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The deep inelastic experiments provide a direct measurement of the interaction 

between electrons and the basic quarks (in the quark-parton model). From the e-d 
results we obtain 

(a + i y ) « -0.60 + 0.16 (8 + j &) = -0.3 ± 0.5 

While the errors are still large,the quark-parton model uncertainties reFcrred to above 
limit the usefulness of pushing immediately for much more accurate data. It would be 
Interesting to check the asymmetry at higher Q to verify that the Q dependence is as 
anticipated. Experiments on hydrogen targets give similar information, but with an 
expected dependence on F2 e n0O/F- e p(x). 

Asymmetries In elastic electron scattering from nuclei can he effective in iso
lating partlclar spin and lso spin states. In general tha asymmetries in such experi
ments arise froa the axial vector electron currents and depend on nuclear form fact' 
ore. For the special case of spin zero, lsospin zero nuclei, the form factors drop 
out and one obtains the isosealar combination of coupling constants (e... + ef„) di
rectly. The rapid decrease in nuclear cross sections with Q drives the experiments 
to low values of Q , and c •• luently very small asymmetries. (The proposal at Bates 
to look at C elastic sr <ing expects an asymmetry of ~2 x 10 or some SO times 
smaller than that observer ^ SLAC.) For electron-proton elastic scattering the elec
tric (GE) scattering is similarly dominated by lsoscalar contributions, but the mag
netic (CM) scattering is doainated by isovector terns as is the case in deep inelastic . 
scattering. 

The excitation of specific levels by inelastic scattering of polarized electrons 
can also be studied. Generally the situation will be even more cortex than in elastic 
-scattering. For transitions frora initial states which have J P * 0 to .mother 0 state 
with the same isospin the asymmetries will be similar to those for elastic scattering 
but the experiments arc probably more difficult. A no re interesting case is 0 -* 0 
with a change in isospin, in which case the asymmetry will be proportional to (E-»v~cAV^' 
A combination of these results with results from elastic scattering will allow separ
ate determination of the individual constants. In principle, the transitions from 
0 •* 0 are interesting because they contain strong contributions from vector electron 
currents but experimentally the outlook seems rather bleak. It appears chat scattering 
experiments with longitudinally polarized electrons will be most useful in further 
studies of the axial vector electron (vector quark) currents. 

Two other experiments should be mentioned, namely,elcctron-electron (Holler) 
scattering where one of th« electrons is polarized, and e e~ annihilation into p U~. 
In each case Z exchange caw occur and, since the processes are purely leptontc, they 
axe excellent tests for theory. In the standard model. Holler scattering gives asym- . 

-0.23 ± 0.02). 



r—~— 2 Further, since E «= /2m E , the maximum Q obtainable is much lower than in the cor-* com e o 
responding c-nuclcon scattering, and the ,-u;ymn(:trlos end up very a.iall indeed. The 
annihilation experincuts {with unpolarlywt electrons) will be attempted by cany group-i 
at PETKA and PEP, and results should not be long in coming. (These expertDents look 
for forward backward charge as yrcic tries and measure different coupling constants than 
the c'e.) 

Atomic physics oxncrirtenrs are closely related to the scattering experiments. 
The heavy atom experiments are mostly sensitive to axial electron current isoscalar (>) 
terms. Difficult theoretical calculations of the electronic configurations are required 
to extract accurate quantitative answers. In the proposed H_ and D ? atomic experiments 
one can have much more confidence in the theoretical fracevork, but the experiments 
appear even morn difficult than those on heavy atoms. 

Heak-clectroraagnctic interference experiments supply new information about neutral 
currents. The fundamental importance of gauge theories and weak-electromagnetic unifi
cation justifies extraordinary efforts tn study raore examples of this interference. Tht 
next crucia'l test .of the standard model is likely to cone when colliding bean machines 
reach the energies where the rassive interoediate bosons can be directly produced. This 
could happen at the CEILS collider within a couple of years, but detailed studies of the 
2 will likely have to wait for colliding electron-positron beams of suitable energy. 
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